Abstract-This paper presents a technique and a device for measuring the permittivity and conductivity of liquids and gases that does not require prior calibration by a reference sample. The technique involves precisely controlling the separation between two closely spaced spherical electrodes to make electrical impedance measurements of the sample media as a function of electrode separation. By leveraging the geometrical accuracy of the spheres and precise control of the electrode separation, the permittivity and conductivity of the sample can be extracted using a simple geometrical model of the electrode. Calibration using a reference sample is replaced by mechanical calibration of the sphere diameter and separation control mechanism, which can be engineered simply and accurately using standard components and processes. The electrode separation is adjusted using a flexure stage and a servomechanical actuator, which enables control of the electrode separation with 0.25 nm resolution with a 50 m range. Permittivity and conductivity measurements within 1% of established values have been demonstrated.
, [5] . Applications of conductivity measurements include determining contaminant levels in drinking water, boiler water purity in power plants [6] , health of lubrication oils in heavy machinery [7] , performance of battery electrolyte [8] , and concentration of chemical products in microfludic analysis systems [9] . Electrical conductivity of liquids can also be used to detect the presence of specific chemicals if coupled with enzymatic assays designed to produce conductiometric readout [10] .
Accurate and repeatable permittivity and conductivity measurements are key requirements of sensor systems that utilize this mode of detection. Since permittivity and conductivity, and , are intensive parameters, they must be derived from the measurable quantities of capacitance and conductance, and , using a geometrical model of the impedance test cell described by the cell constant, . These quantities are related by the following equations:
(0.1) (0. 2) where the capacitance and conductance , are parasitic values not included in the model for . While the values of capacitance and conductance can be measured with a high degree of accuracy, the variability of , , and can result in inaccuracies in and . Since and depend on the detailed geometry of the electrodes and their manufacturing process, the values of these terms cannot be easily predicted. As a result, determining and based on a geometrical model of is extremely difficult. The addition of guard electrodes can reduce the value of and , but not eliminate them completely. Surface properties such as electrode polarization [11] , corrosion, and absorption, can produce additional errors by altering the size of the impedance test cell. In portable and/or low-cost analysis systems with limited sample volume, the effect of these aforementioned errors may be further exaggerated, thus nullifying the use of these systems to measure and .
Existing conductivity meters typically address the uncertainty of by periodically calibrating the impedance test cell using a standard solution with established values of and . This correction is of limited value since , and can also be dependent on the value of and . As a result, the calibration is valid only when and of the sample and calibration fluid are within a narrow range of one another [7] , [8] . The use of calibration liquids is also often impractical since the calibration liquid may irreversibly contaminate the impedance test cell.
Accurate measurement of permittivity and conductivity without wet calibration can be made using impedance test cells where the cell constant can be adjusted in a predictable manner. A variable cell constant could be implemented by either adjusting the separation between the electrodes or the electrode overlap area. The former technique have been used by Barthel [12] , [13] and by Wu [14] to obtain standard reference values for permittivity and conductivity [15] , [16] . These devices encapsulate sample media in a glass cylinder with platinum electrodes mounted on the end of the cylinder. The cylinder contains a removable section of a precisely measured length. The differential capacitance and conductance measured with and without the middle section is used to compute the absolute permittivity and conductivity.
A simpler method for adjusting the cell constant was developed by Shiefelbein [8] , which consists of an inner rod electrode concentric with an outer cylindrical electrode. By varying the level of immersion of the electrode in the sample media, the absolute value of permittivity and conductivity can be extracted from the differential values of capacitance and resistance. Using this apparatus, Shiefelbein demonstrated that the conductivity of KCl solutions could be measured to within 1% of standard reference values.
The design of impedance test cells with an adjustable cell constant highlights a fundamental tradeoff between varying the cell constant over a range sufficient to make an accurate estimate of the permittivity and conductivity, while minimizing the variation of parasitic capacitance and conductance. This tradeoff can be optimized at small electrode separations because small modulations of the electrode separation result in large variations of the cell constant, while the corresponding variations of parasitic capacitance and conductance are minimized. In the development of portable chemical analysis systems, where a conductivity assay may be used to detect the presence of target chemicals, small gap electrode geometries are also advantageous for reducing the volume of reactants, and correspondingly, the total cost of analysis.
The design of impedance test cells with small, adjustable electrode separations between planar electrodes has many practical challenges since parallelism errors between the electrodes can produce large offsets in the measured result. The design for such apparatuses for permittivity and conductivity measurements has been explored without success using the apparatus of White [17] and the apparatus of Wu [18] . The parallelism problem can be avoided using spherical electrodes since the nearest points between two spheres are by definition tangential. (This principle is similarly true for the geometry of a sphere and a plane.) Additionally, spheres can be inexpensively manufactured with high diametrical accuracy and extremely smooth surfaces. For polished spheres that are a few millimeters in diameter, the diametrical tolerance can typically be less than one micrometer, while the RMS surface roughness can be as low as a few nanometers. The technique presented in this paper leverages the diametrical tolerance of a sphere and precise adjustment of the electrode separation to enable accurate measurement of permittivity and conductivity. The wet calibration required in previous devices is replaced by mechanical calibration of the sphere diameter and separation control mechanism, which can be engineered simply and accurately using standard components and processes. The concept for this device and its demonstration on permittivity measurements has been described in an earlier publication [19] . This paper describes the detailed design of the device and demonstrates its use for conductivity measurements [20] .
II. THEORY

A. Electrostatic Model
The capacitance between two perfectly conducting spheres, in a uniformally polarizable media, shown in Fig. 1 , has the exact expression [21] (1.1)
where is the radius of the spheres, is the vacuum permittivity, is the relative permittivity, and is the distance between the electrodes measured from their nearest points. When the two electrodes are extremely close to one another, i.e., , the following approximate expression:
derived by Boyer [21] , could be used, where is a constant. This expression has the characteristic that the spatial derivative of is inversely proportional to such that (1.4) Thus, using the capacitance measured at several values of , it is therefore possible to extract the value of . Furthermore, since the physical laws governing conductance are exactly parallel to 
B. Electrochemical Model
Uniformally polarizable media without mobile charge carriers such as air and hexane can be modeled using a simple equivalent circuit consisting of a capacitor , and a resistor in parallel, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . Sample media with mobile charges, such as water and alcohols form an electrical double layer at the electrode-electrolyte interface. The electrical properties of the double layer in the non-faradic regime can be approximately described using the Gouy-Chapmann-Stern (GCS) model [22] . While the validity of this model has recently been called into question [23] , for the purpose of measuring properties of the bulk liquid independent of surface layer effects, it is sufficient to approximate this region using the equivalent circuit model shown in Fig. 2(b) . The effect of the double layers on both electrodes is represented using the series circuit elements and . Physically, represents the buildup of charge in the double layer, while represents conductivity of the interfacial region resulting from this accumulation of charge. The lack of a DC conductance path in this model is an artifact of a blocking, or nonreactive, electrode that does not permit direct Combining the terms into one fraction (1.7), becomes (1.8) which can be expressed as (1.9) Equation (1.9) has a pole at the origin, a second pole at a higher frequency, and two zeros. A Bode plot of the impedance is shown in Fig. 3 . The pole at the origin arises from the capacitor , while the second pole arises from the time constant of the bulk liquid defined by the elements, and . The frequency of this pole is intrinsic to the sample media since (1.10)
Thus, in order to obtain precise measurements of and in the frequency domain, it is important to excite the system near this frequency. For aqueous solutions at room temperature, the value of is expected to be approximately , while the value of is expected to range between and 0.1 S/m. The frequency of will therefore range from approximately 220 Hz to 22 MHz.
The expression for the zeros of (1.9), and , can be determined to be (1.11) shown at the bottom of the page. An approximate expression for the lower frequency zero, , as ( Taking the first two terms of the series yields an approximate expression for
This expression is a rather intuitive result, which says that the value of is determined by the time constant of the bulk impedance, the time constant of the interfacial impedance, and the time constant that describes the interaction between these two components. Expressions (1.10) and (1.17) indicate that the frequency of is lower than that of and thus validating the Bode plot in Fig. 3 .
An approximate expression can also be derived for the higher frequency zero, . Since it can be shown that (1.18) the second term under the square root in (1.11) can effectively be neglected. The expression for can thus be approximated as (1.19) The expressions for and can be further simplified by comparing the terms of . Since the electrode separation is generally much greater than the effective length of the interfacial layer, which is characterized by the Debye length and is typically no more than 100 nm, it can be assumed that and . Therefore, it can be assumed and . As a result, the expressions for and can be written as It should be noted, however, that in situations where the electrode separation is less than or approximately equal to the Debye length, these assumptions no longer hold, and more sophisticated models are required to interpret the measured impedance.
III. DEVICE DESIGN
A. Electrode
The spherical electrodes are fabricated using silicon-nitride spheres as the substrate for a thin platinum film. Traditionally used in low-friction bearings and precision alignment equipment, silicon-nitride spheres have exceptional dimensional accuracy, mechanical stiffness, surface quality, and stability over temperature.
The spheres used to fabricate the electrode have a diameter of 9.5252 mm with a tolerance of (Cerbec Saint Gobain Ceramics: Grade 5 spheres). The surface quality of the spheres has been analyzed using a whitelight profilometer (Zygo), which showed a surface roughness of 2 nm RMS and the peak-to-valley range of approximately 50 nm. For comparison, polished silicon wafers analyzed using the same instrument showed a surface roughness of 1 nm RMS and a peak-to-valley range of 20 nm.
The electrode film consists of a 50 nm platinum layer and a 5 nm chromium adhesion layer. The metal films are deposited on one hemisphere of the silicon-nitride spheres using electron-beam deposition. Further surface analysis confirmed that the electrode films coat the silicon-nitride spheres conformally and does not change its surface roughness characteristics.
As Section V will show, while this choice of electrode materials is sufficient for permittivity measurements, the corresponding conductivity measurement showed a slow increase over time, which is likely caused by dissimilar metal contacts between the sphere and its mechanical mount. This problem has been resolved using ANSI-316 stainless-steel spheres to match the metal used to fabricate the mounting structure for the electrode.
B. Impedance Test Cell
The electrodes are mechanically constrained in a cylindrical bore on the tip of a 12.7 mm diameter, ANSI-316 stainless-steel shaft. An externally threaded ring nut constrains the electrode sphere inside the bore with only a small region protruding, as shown in Fig. 4 . Two dimples on the ring nut allow it to be tightened using a custom-made wrench. When tightened, the ring nut bends slightly and applies a mechanical preload to the electrode to ensure that the electrode and shaft are tightly bound together. Mechanical contact between the ring nut and the electrode also serves as the electrical contact between the platinum film and the mounting shaft. Therefore, the mounting shaft becomes part of the electrode for measuring impedance. The addition of the electrode mounting structure introduces an error to the shape of the electrodes. However, since most of the electric energy is concentrated in the small gap region between the electrodes, the effect of this error is minimal if measurements are made at small electrode gaps.
The electrode separation is modulated by precise adjustment of the position of the mounting shafts using a flexural stage. The two mounting shafts are aligned in the flexure mechanism, but are electrically isolated from the mechanism via a 50 layer of polyimide film (McMaster: 2271K72). The displacements of both mounting shafts are measured using capacitance probes (Lion precision) pointed at the end of the shaft as shown in Fig. 5 . Grounded target electrodes epoxied to the end of each shaft prevent the capacitance probe from interfering with the impedance measurement.
The sample chamber is designed to constrain the sample fluid between the electrodes while allowing small modulations of the electrode separation. As shown in Figs. 4 and 7 , the sample chamber is approximately a cube with a central bore for the mounting shafts. The sample chamber is fabricated using ANSI-316 stainless steel with external dimensions of . A liquid seal is established between each mounting shaft and the sample chamber via a Kalrez O-ring ( 206 Dupont compound 4079), which has properties similar to Teflon, but with significantly greater elasticity.
It is important to note that when the electrode separation is adjusted over the designed range of 50 , the O-ring does not slip against the mounting shaft or the O-ring grooves in the sample chamber. Rather, the O-rings act as elastic elements (flexures) that enable this deflection by shear strain. As a result, the motion of the shaft is mechanically repeatable and does not suffer from hysteric errors inherent in sliding contacts.
Liquid samples are introduced into the sample chamber via fluidic ports for 1/16-inch OD tubing (Upchurch: M-644-03), connected to a standard syringe. The inlet port is located near the bottom of the chamber while the outlet port is located near the top in order to prevent air bubbles from accumulating in the chamber. The chamber also contains a window for debugging purposes. This window is covered with a 3-mm-thick round Pyrex window (Esco products: P705125), which is also sealed using a Kalrez O-ring.
C. Positioning Mechanism
The positioning mechanism, shown in Fig. 6 , is a 6061 T651 aluminum monolith consisting of three main functional groups: coarse adjustor; fine adjustor; and metrology frame. The electrode mounting shafts are constrained to the aluminum monolith using a semicircular clamp, as shown in Fig. 7 . The top shaft is connected with a symmetric dual beam flexure, which is part of the fine actuator. The bottom shaft is not rigidly clamped when the coarse adjustor is active, but once the desired position has been reached, this shaft is similarly fixed via a semicircular clamp.
The coarse adjustor sets the initial separation of the electrodes to within range of the fine adjustor. This mechanism consists of an ultra fine thread lead screw (Thorlabs: 1/4 -80 screw FS25AB200), shown in Fig. 7 , that advances the bottom mounting shaft. The positioning accuracy is enhanced by an anti-backlash bushing which applies a consistent preload to the screw. Assuming 1 angular resolution is achievable by hand, the position of the electrode can be advanced with a resolution of 0. 3 . In order to prevent the lead screw from deforming the flat surface, a steel puck with one flat and one conical surface is added to the interface between the spherical tip on the lead screw and the flat surface of the mounting shaft.
The coarse adjustor is mounted on a separate aluminum block that can be detached from the main frame. Once the desired electrode position has been reached, the bottom mounting shaft can be rigidly clamped to the frame. The coarse adjustor can then retracted and replaced by a capacitance probe that measures the displacement of the bottom mounting shaft. The removable coarse adjustor reduces the complexity of having to measure and deflect the same surface.
The fine adjustor is designed to control the position of the top electrode mounting shaft with nanometer accuracy from a servomechanical actuator. There are four main components in this mechanism: symmetric dual beam flexure, wobble pin, cantilever beam, and the linear servo actuator.
The symmetric dual beam flexure constrains the displacement of the top shaft along the vertical direction with high mechanical impedance. The ratio of the stiffness of this flexure relative to that of the cantilever beam acts to demagnify the displacement of the actuator with a high transmission ratio. The stiffness of this flexure is controlled by the length and width of the flexure beams. These dimensions are chosen to maintain maximum stiffness, while staying within the load capabilities of the actuator.
A common problem in high transmission ratio flexure mechanisms is the presence of parasitic displacement along orthogonal axes. In order to constrain displacement of the top shaft along the axis, while reducing parasitic displacement along the and axes, a wobble pin is used to transfer displacement from the cantilever beam to the symmetric dual beam flexure. Instead of a standalone pin assembled between the transducer and the end-effector to only transmit axial forces [24] , the wobble pin used here is monolithic with the rest of the flexure and consists of two thin flexure beams. The two-prong design provides the flexibility desired in a wobble pin with the capability of integrating a capacitance probe through its center. The two-prong flexure beams are manufactured by first drilling a center hole in the flat aluminum stock, and removing a small amount of material away from the exterior faces, before using a Waterjet Machining Center (OMax) to make the final cut.
The cantilever beam reduces the displacement from the actuator to the symmetric dual beam flexure. A tapered singlebeam design efficiently distributes stress along the length of the beam. The transmission ratio is set by the relative stiffness of the symmetric dual beam flexure and the stiffness of the cantilever beam. These values are optimized using finite element analysis to set a transmission ratio of 200:1. The maximum deflection of the cantilever beam is designed to be 50% of the yield stress of 6061-T6 aluminum, which limits maximum deflection to be approximately 10 mm, corresponding to a maximum range of 50 . The range of the flexure is enforced using mechanical stops built into the structure of the flexure.
A linear actuator advances the electrode position by deflecting the tip of the cantilever beam. This actuator is a servomechanical leadscrew with feedback from an optical rotary encoder (Newport: LTA-HL). This actuator has a minimum incremental step of 50 nm and a 7 nm encoder resolution. Based on the designed 200:1 transmission ratio, this mechanism can be positioned in increments of 0.25 nm. The tip of the actuator is a nonrotating sphere, 6 mm in diameter. In order to ensure consistent contact between the actuator and the cantilever beam and prevent plastic deformation of the beam, a polished tungsten-carbide flat is added to the interface between the tip of actuator and the tip of the cantilever beam. The polished tungsten-carbide flat is found from a triangular lathe insert, and it is epoxied to the tip of the cantilever beam.
The displacements of both electrode mounting shafts are measured using capacitance probes (Lion Precision), as shown in Fig. 5 . Grounded target electrodes are epoxied to the end of each electrode shaft in order to prevent the capacitance probe from interfering with the impedance measurement. The accuracy of these capacitance probes are specified with an RMS resolution of 0.2 nm at a bandwidth of 100 Hz. These probes are mounted in a metrology frame that is structurally isolated from the rest of the mechanism. The metrology frame is C-shaped, as opposed to an ideal closed shape. However, this is compensated by its robust size and integration with the aluminum monolith from which the entire device is constructed. The top probe reaches through a hole between the two flexures of the wobble pin. The diameter of the hole is greater than the diameter of the probe in order to prevent the motion of the cantilever beam from displacing the probe. The sum of the readout from the capacitance probes gives a precise measurement of the change in the electrode separation. The two probe setup accounts for possible errors caused by the finite stiffness of the flexure frame and the connection between the electrode shaft and the frame.
D. Impedance Measurement
The interelectrode sample impedance is measured using an Agilent 4284A LCR meter, which uses an auto-balancing bridge circuit [25] to measure the complex impedance with a high degree of accuracy. This measurement configuration has the advantage that one measurement terminal is held at a virtual ground, which means that guard electrodes used to reduce the amount of stray impedance can simply be connected to the ground of the 4284A. For the apparatus described in this paper, both the sample chamber and the flexure mechanism are connected to ground to act as guard electrodes.
E. Data Acquisition and Temperature Control
Data acquired from the 4284A and the capacitive displacement probes are digitized and transmitted via GPIB to a PC where a Visual Basic program collects and stores the data. The entire apparatus is enclosed within a temperature-controlled chamber. The temperature inside the chamber is modulated using a radiator system fed by a circulating refrigerator (NESLab RTE). The temperature value could be adjusted within C from the ambient temperature.
IV. ANALYSIS
An important property of this device is that the absolute electrode separation, , cannot be measured directly. Instead, capacitance probes measure displacement along the axis, which means that the value of is known to within an offset such that . The output value consists of ordered pairs of impedance values as a function of . In the frequency range outlined in the electrochemical model of the system, the measured impedance could be separated into corresponding values of and which correspond to and (the reciprocal of ). The value of and can be extracted using the spatial derivatives of and , according to (1.4) and (1.6). Since data points are collected as discrete values, the value of the derivative can be estimated using the secant approximation where
The Value of is evaluated at the midpoint of and , and using the derivation for permittivity as an example, (1.4) becomes The permittivity can therefore be determined by a linear least squares fit of the ordered pairs of to . As a result, (3.5) One of the underlying assumptions of least squares fitting is that the standard deviation of the variables is constant for all values. This assumption is violated for , since is a function of the differential values of and . At large electrodes separations, is relatively small, and this means that the standard deviation of , or is relatively large. At small electrode separations, the converse is true. Effects of the variable can be compensated using a weighted least squares (WLS) fitting. In the standard application of this technique, the weight function, , is defined as the reciprocal of the variance of the data (3.6) Assuming that the effect of the uncertainty in is much greater than the uncertainty of , the weight function can be derived using standard statistical formulae as
Since the value of is initially unknown, an initial guess for can be obtained using a simple least squares fit. Estimates for can then be improved using iterative application of the WLS fitting procedure. Three iterations are typically sufficient for to converge to within 1 nm. The values for and can alternatively be extracted using direct nonlinear fitting to (1.3) and (1.5). However, these studies are less robust to noise than weighted least squares.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Electrical Permittivity Measurements
The operation of this device is initially characterized using dry nitrogen gas, which has a permittivity of 1.00 and negligible conductivity. These measurements are made starting at a large electrode gap, typically [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , and decremented in steps of approximately 0.5 until the electrodes come into contact with one another. The sinusoidal excitation signal has an amplitude of 500 mV RMS, and a frequency of 120 kHz; 120 kHz is chosen because it is least affected by nearby electronic interference sources, such as the PWM signal from the servomechanical actuator.
Data from the nitrogen gas measurement are plotted in Fig. 8 , where the electrode separation is plotted along the horizontal axis, while the transformed variable is plotted along the vertical axis. The data points lie on a straight line, as predicted by (1.4) . The measured relative permittivity is 1.007 0.002, which is within 1% of the expected value for nitrogen gas. The positive offset between the measured and the known value is a result of the presence of the electrode mounting shaft, which causes data points from larger electrode separations to droop downward in Fig. 8 . This droop enlarges the measured permittivity by approximately 1% in the 1-10 electrode separation range.
Measured data for isopropanol, methanol, and water are plotted together in Fig. 9 . A 0.1 mM KCl solution is used instead of deionized water in order to control the concentration of impurities at a stable level. The measurement parameters are exactly the same as nitrogen gas with the exception that the excitation amplitude is decreased to 10 mV RMS in order to prevent faradic reactions at the surface of the electrode. The measured data in these plots show significantly less noise than the data for nitrogen gas due to the higher permittivity values of these fluids. The measured for isopropanol at 17.5 C, methanol at 17. The repeatability of permittivity measurements has been studied using 30 repeated measurements of methanol at 17.7 C. The mean of the measured is 34.5 with a standard deviation of 0.09. Once again, the measured values are approximately 1% greater than the known of 34.1 for methanol at 17.7 C.
B. Electrical Conductivity Measurements
With each dataset, electrical conductivity data is collected simultaneously the electrical permittivity data. An example data set from electrical conductivity measurements of a 10 mM KCl solution is shown in Fig. 10 . The measurements are made at 800 kHz, near the maximum frequency of the 4284A, while all other experimental conditions are identical to the permittivity measurements in Fig. 9 . The conductivity results show more noise than the permittivity measurement because the measurement frequency is no longer the optimal measurement frequency described by the electrochemical model.
The conductivity of most solutions is approximately proportional to the molarity of ions in the solution. Therefore, conductivity measurements are more conveniently described using molar conductivity, , defined as the electrical conductivity normalized over concentration as The variation of molar conductivities of KCl solutions can be predicted from Fuoss-Onsager theory [12] using (4.2) where , , , , are constants that must be measured to high accuracy by Barthel [12] .
The molar conductivity of KCl solutions as a function of KCl molarity is shown in Fig. 11 . Each data point represents the mean of approximately ten data sets, while the error bars indicate the standard deviation of that data set. The spread of the measured data largely fall within 1% of the established value. Measurements using platinum electrodes showed a slow upward drift in the measured conductivity as a function of time. This drift error can be eliminated using ANSI-316 stainless steel spherical electrodes in place of the platinum electrodes. This behavior indicates that the slow increase in conductivity is caused by galvanic potentials established by platinum-stainless steel junction, which may oxidize the electrode and released free ions into the solution. While stainless steel electrodes provide sufficient diametrical accuracy for simple measurements, if the low surface roughness of silicon-nitride spheres is desired, the galvanic potential problem may be resolved by plating the electrode mounting shaft with a metal compatible with the metal deposited on the silicon-nitride spheres.
VI. CONCLUSION
A technique and device for measuring the bulk electrical permittivity and conductivity of liquids and gases without requiring prior calibration has been developed. The capability of this technique to measure electrical permittivity without requiring adjustment to the measurement apparatus or data analysis techniques was verified by measuring nitrogen gas, methanol, isopropanol, and water. The capability of this technique for measuring electrical conductivity was verified by measuring the conductivity of aqueous KCl solutions from mM to 10 mM. Results were primarily within 1% of established values were obtained without adjustment of the apparatus or data analysis techniques.
